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About This Game

You continue your journey in worlds of Abandoned. Welcome to the Forest, the sacral place in the Ordered.

Solve puzzles, find items and find a way to use them. Try to reach your brother and have fun.

If you haven't played Through Abandoned orginal yet:
Bundle with both parts: http://store.steampowered.com/bundle/1219/
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Title: Through Abandoned: The Forest
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Igor Krutov
Publisher:
Kiss Publishing Ltd
Franchise:
Through Abandoned
Release Date: 9 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Windows 7 or latest

Processor: 2.33 Ghz or faster x86-compatible processor, or Intel Atom 1.6 Ghz or faster processor for netbook classes devices

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Will work on integrated videocard

Storage: 750 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Portuguese,Russian,Sim
plified Chinese,Swedish,Thai,Traditional Chinese,Turkish,Ukrainian,Vietnamese
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I can't play the this game.. This is not a music sequencer, it just plays random notes while the game looks pretty and is extremely
boring. What were they thinking? It would make sense if it was anything like EVERY EXTEND, which by the way is *free*
because that game at least isn't terrible This *is* terrible. Bought it for 1 EUR, regretted it.. 4.5/10

As other reviewers have noted, Multicellular has a fantastic concept. You'll play as a bacterium, drifting around in a puddle (at
least in the "evolution" mode). As you take in energy (whether plant or animal matter), you can then mutate. You can add cells
that increase your defense, allow you to shoot projectiles, or even cells that provide spikes to hurt other bacteria that brush up
against you, among other things.

I bought Multicellular to play with a friend - I thought it might be interesting to create complementary cells that could support
each other in the fray. However, the "evolution" mode is very freeform. You choose how long you'll attempt to survive and what
organisms you'll encounter (all are enabled by default). During one game, I was immediately captured in the V-shaped crevice
of a fast-moving organism. I was killed rather quickly, as I couldn't generate the thrust in my beginning flagella to escape.

Although the game also includes "genetic superiority," "king of the puddle," and "football" modes, I wanted to play with my co-
op partner against the game rather than against other human players (I'm also not sure how active the Multicellular community is
at this point).

Rather than figure out for myself which organisms are the most deadly or what time limit presents an adequate challenge, I
would prefer for the developer to put in this work - perhaps a campaign that starts players against lower-level bacterium with
only certain unlocks available. As you progress, you'd encounter organisms that are more difficult to deal with and you'd unlock
new options for mutation. Perhaps levels could have their own challenges, such as a level that must be played as a carnivore or
levels with more storms or darkness than usual. At the very least, it would be beneficial for the game to provide difficulty levels:
perhaps "easy" and "normal" could provide a certain subset of monsters and a predetermined time limit?

As it stands, it's very much up to the player to dig through the game settings and decide which bacteria are most deadly and what
sort of time limit would be suitable. Although it's nice to have so many options available, it's more overwhelming than anything
to attempt so much to "create your own fun.". best game of my life made me♥♥♥♥. ded, prove me wrong. This game is a piece
of♥♥♥♥♥♥ You start the game and you're forced to step on mines. Sure there are some points where you can jump over, but
very difficult to impossible. I mean, what the hell? I can hardly go 10 yards away from the beginning point of this game, and
you sell that to me on Steam? Please don't become a place of junk game collection, Steam.. If you like retro arcade SHMUP you
might want to try this game.. Cool songs. Slow and pretty heavy, but challenging & interesting.. This game feels really messy, I
find it difficult to elaborate teamplay when the passes take so long to actually trigger. The shots also take long to fire (and by
that I mean the time between the button release and the shot, not the shot's charging tuime), sometimes having the ball while
being half the field ahead of the closest opponent isn't enough to get a fully charged shot, the charge time is so long compared to
the turbo's reload time that you'll often find yourself caught. It felt like most of my goals were either the result of one player not
being caught in a fight (and yet it's not always enough, as I said before), or the outcome of a lucky mess made of random
tackles.

Of course, everything depends on the characters on the field, but when taking all I said above into account I fail to see why I'd
pick the basketball player over the roller-derby or the american football player (that is, with the default scoring parameters). It
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really seems to me that there are some balance issues.

It might be that I missed something, but to be fair the game doesn't explain much about its mechanics. Some of them are fairly
simple to discover (different shot types when charging the shot for instance), but all in all I think more tutorials are needed (one
by character). For instance, I had no idea what to do when a fight triggered, I thought that a high stat in fight was enough to win
a brawl, but after reading a guide on Steam you apparently have to mash the shot button to actually do something. The small
tutorial that happens durnig the Shot Practice is definitely not enough.

The in-game events felt somewhat underwhelming, I expected something that actually could change the course of the game but I
found them to actually have little effect on the match.

I think it should be noted that I only played against the AI, maybe this game would feel less frustrating with human players. I
might change my review if I try it with human players, but I'm not very optimistic.

On a consumer point of view, I think the base price is too high for what this game has to offer: only local quick matches and a
couple of challenges. Definetly not worth it if you plan to play solo, unless you get it with a large discount. Not sure it's worth its
price for local multiplayer either.

P.S. Also what is it with game periods being called "quarters" when we typically get to play three of them?
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Paketista puuttu ainakin Crankbait 7 m, #3\/0... :(
Pitt\u00e4\u00e4p\u00e4 tarkistaa mit\u00e4 kaikkee muuta puuttu..

pack did not contain Crankbait 7 m, #3\/0... ;(
Have to check if there is something else missing... :(. ThIs kind of game will work on PC. Because What?

1. You need to be active always to protect your base
2. i might be playing some other game if your tribe needs you
3. if you're working you cant help your tribe
4. if you're outside you can't help your tribe
5. PC consumes many electricity so you need to close it sometimes which means your tribe needs you at that time
6. its a strategy game which means you need to put a lot of attention in the game which also means that you need to have access
to your computer all the time. if you dont your base will never grow, and at some point your base will get attacked continuosly
without knowing.

For someone like me who have little time to play games why do i have to play strategy games in PC when you can other clones
of it if you play it on your Phone and it consume little electricty and you can play it while resting andtaking a dump.

Thats why i recommend playing clones of this in your Phone.
its all the same anyway..

Sorry for my bad english grammar. im not a perfect person. This game seems to be buggy, the pre defined waypoint system
makes no sense, also when I killed everything, the chopter (that you have zero control over) just circles around without moving
to the next waypoint.

also, the starting weapons, don't really have that much ammo, granted that its possible to level up and unlock more, but didn't
really get that far. so how is one meant to kills everything with a limited amount of ammo, I'm not sure, overall, I gave this game
30 minutes there abouts and requested a refund, also the mouse is also very sluggish, pin point accurcy isn't that easy, I would
wait until the game is fixed, and the mouse controls are a lot faster and smoother.

until then, I don't recommend this game.. Very good game, has a good story and so much to do once completed. Only problem
would be the amount of glitches and bugs the game has. Would have to restart the game just to be able to fight someone.. Very
broken game. Works for approximately 10 minutes before you can no longer interact with objects.

It's a shame, I enjoyed Challenger.. Game itself is cool, i agree.

But optimization is bad.
It judders much even though i set
normal graphic quality. (I7 6700k\/980ti\/64gb ram)

even though steam vr start to support
to async reprojection, this game judders
much. I want to play with smooth frame.

you guys know that maintaining frame
Is very important in vr game.

That's why i cannot give thumb up.

except optimization, the game is very
cool.

But devs must know that the most important thing is optimization.
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Without that, players' eyes get strained
easily and they will feel motion sickness
. SIMPLE GAMEPLAY BUT ITS FUN. Love the levels where I get to sling myself across the stage super fast.

Update 1.0.68b:
1.0.68b - only 64 bit systems (more than 2 GB of RAM is required)
1.0.68 - Rate of fire does not depend on FPS
1.0.67 - Optimized obstacles - Removed grass (there are too many herbs on such large levels) - Added clouds (can be enabled
through the game menu. Only for strong video cards)
1.0.66 - huge optimization - expanded welcome window functions
1.0.65 - added a welcome window with settings - optimized trees and grass on the base - added video quality setting
1.0.64 - Added trees, stones and grass
1.0.63 - Optimization of player buildings
1.0.62 - Removed brightness - Added the ability to close windows with the Esc key - Help progress is saved - Music worked out
- added mouse sensitivity menu - redesigned
1.0.61 - added tips on the game - Ability to close windows - Minor optimization
1.0.60 - cheats turned off - fixed start and first mission
1.0.59 - AutoSave at Back to Base - GameVersion Log (This window)
1.0.58 - Windows x86 support. Update 1.3.8:
Gameplay change

 When a hero is next to an enemy tower, they will no longer be equipped with straight missiles.

 Grenade launcher attack range has been increased

 From 30 minutes of the gameplay, all heroes will be equipped with straight missiles

 Added leveling system

Bugs / minor changes

 AI will no longer shoot pickups that fast.

 Added more hero voices

 Fixed displaying of non english characters

 Hide teleport marker at the beginning ofthe game

 Show "Bonus" text next to the pickup that has been shot ( not the ones that are shared by the team

. Version3.3.2 released:
Version 3.3.2 main content:
1, The berserkers in mini game can automatically fight
2, New model, the new action
3, The right-click menu of models
4, Fix some problems
5, Update the shop videos, pictures
. If My Heart Had Wings -Flight Diary- coming February 27th!:
Exciting news! Take to the skies in If My Heart Had Wings -Flight Diary-, releasing February 27th!

Technically a bonus story to the popular If My Heart Had Wings, Flight Diary acts as a sort of sequel to the main story. As well
as including the prologue and epilogue to the main game, Flight Diary shares six new stories from the series.
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Add If My Heart Had Wings -Flight Diary- to your wishlist now to be notified upon its release!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/923810/If_My_Heart_Had_Wings_Flight_Diary. Beta Update #7:
In around two weeks, Monkeys & Dragons is going to be available as Early Access title here on Steam. Meanwhile, I continue
polishing the game!

Features. Are you a witch or a scientist?:
In some aspects, Along the Edge is quite like a personality test. As you pick between different dialog lines, the system updates
the personality map of Daphné, the main character. So, when the story comes to an end, the choices you’ve made throughout the
game will change her into a very different person from one play-through to another.

We built an online personality test to show a little glimpse of the game’s mood.
You can take it here:
http://alongtheedge-game.com/personality-test/
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